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=91-1581-222025/080

+91-1581-223280

secretariatldn@jvbharati.org
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 Pencil shading work / Ritesh Kumawat  A crayon work / Chetna Saini
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 Let us Learn to Live Acharya Mahashraman
  
   

  
 Epitome of Jainism Muni Dulahraj
  

  

  
  

  

  
 Jeevan Vigyan : A Guide of Teachers Training Muni Kishanlal
  

   
   
      
    

 
   
       
 




         
      
                      
                  
        
   
            
        
     





    
 
   
 
   




  
 



 
  
 


 
    
 
       
  

      
  

 
 
 























 

  
   

(Learn with fun)
 
  

  

 

   
  

  How to live good life, Awareness is the 
key of success, Stress Management, Why did good people suffer, Non-violent 
communication  
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  Why we celebrate Paryushan, Paushadh - A Journey of Purification, Self-
Realization, What are Sins, Why do people commit sins
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Integrated Personality by Bowing Reverence
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Jain Vishva Bharati is a land of Peace, Penance and Peacock.
  


 
 
   

 
   
  
   
Team is a group of people, 
who are not equal in qualification, experience of talent, but are equal in commitment, 
loyality and dedication.
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Crayon work 

Mahapragya International School, Jaipur
Class VIII

Chetna Saini
Pencil shading work 

Mahapragya International School, Jaipur
Class VI

Ritesh Kumawat
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(Information Communication Technology) 
   
 
 

   



 
   
 
   




 

 
 
                    
   

  




Technology is developing rapidly. It is available anywhere and for any purpose. It also 
provides some ease for Teaching. I got some possibilities to make a good use of 
technology for my teaching through I.C.T. (Information Communication Technology). 
I can come up with effective and interesting lesson plans through this technology, so 
that my lessons will be interesting for my students. I have tried some activities of using 
I.C.T. for learning with my students, however, they could be no longer new to others. I 
hope this will make my students enjoy their learning and facilitate them to learn.
I am lucky to be able to participate in this project.

Sharmila Nair (Teacher)
Vimal Vidya Vihar
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I have seen the second issue of ‘Kamdhenu’, inhouse magazine of Jain Vishva Bharati. It 
has made it easy to know about JVB activities. There might be certain inherent 
limitations but the vision is wholesome instead of in fragementation. It must aim for a 
fundamental transformation in giving necessary information, feed back so that society in 
general and person in particular are inspired to associate with JVB and its cause.

Noratan Mal Dugar, Jaipur

I have received the second issue of ‘Kamdhenu’, the magazine that will link the masses to 
JVB. The personal touch is distinctly felt through the write ups, compilation and 
coverage It is commendable that the magazine recognizes the work of its dedicated 
employees and has profiled them here. It has motivated them and made their family 
proud.

It was amazing to know about the State of the Art Meditation Centre at Houston. More 
pleasing was the regular use of this infrastructure by way of daily activities. It’s another 
feather in the cap of JVB. Samanijis are making extraordinary efforts and the results are 
splendid. Gurudev Tulsi envisaged Samanies as new stars of Terapanth constellation and 
they are making his dream true by sincerely working towards the intellectual and 
spiritual upliftment of masses.

I Congratulate the whole team of JVB and wishing you all success.
Kalpana Baid, Kolkata


